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Hematite inside a diatom is used as photo-anode material for solar cells (R. Walliser)

The SNI – Competence in Nanoscale Sciences
The Swiss Nanoscience Institute (SNI) at the University of Basel is a center of excellence for nanosciences and nanotechnology. It was founded in 2006 by the Canton
of Aargau and the University of Basel to promote research and training in nanotechnology in Northwestern Switzerland. In the SNI network, interdisciplinary teams
of scientists conduct basic and applied research and actively support knowledge
and technology transfer to industry. Within the study of nanoscience and the PhD
School, the SNI trains young scientists and prepares them for careers in industry
and academia through a range of activities. The SNI has a total budget of 6.8 million
Swiss francs, of which 4.5 million come from the Canton of Aargau and 2.3 million
from the University of Basel.

Condensation of Xenon in quantum confinements (STM image by S. Nowakowska, University of Basel)

SNI Network – Scientific Diversity in Northwestern
Switzerland
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The SNI has built and consolidated a diverse network which contains several departments at the University of Basel (1) and the University of Applied Sciences and Arts
Northwestern Switzerland (FHNW, 2 & 3), the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI, 4), the
Department of Biosystems Engineering (D-BSSE) at the Federal Institute of Technology Zurich (ETHZ) in Basel (5), the Centre Suisse d’Electronique et de Microtechnique (CSEM) in Muttenz (6), the Hightech Zentrum Aargau (7), and BaselArea.
swiss (8).
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The Nanostudy Program – Excellent Education for
Students
In 2002, the University of Basel – under the leadership of the SNI’s predecessor institution – launched the Bachelor’s and Master’s degree programs in nanosciences.
Today, this demanding degree program is firmly established. Around 40 students
who begin the Bachelor’s program each year receive a solid basic education in biology, chemistry, physics, and mathematics and can subsequently choose from a wide
range of courses that allow them to focus on specific topics. Early on in their education, the students have the opportunity to participate in various research groups, an
activity that always proves particularly motivating. The pictures below are contributions to the Nano Image Award by students and PhD students.
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5 nm
“Nanosize Matterhorn” written with 3D laser lithography (by T. Matter, M. Müller, J. Charmillot,
and G. Zihlmann, PSI)

Confinement of surface electronic states by a “molecular sponge” (STM image by A. Wäckerlin, University of Basel)
1 μm

200 μm
Large graphene flake (diameter 850 μm), grown by
chemical vapor deposition (K. Thodkar, University
of Basel)

AFM image of an E. coli bacterium with its tentacle-like fimbria on a silicon substrate (M. Wasem,
University of Basel)
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SNI PhD School – Attractive for Graduate Students
From All Over the World
To promote further training of young scientists as well as a wide spectrum of basic
scientific research, the SNI initiated a PhD School in 2013. At the end of 2015, 33
doctoral students from 14 different countries were enrolled. They are working in six
different departments of the University of Basel and its partner institutions (FHNW,
PSI, D-BSSE). Within the SNI PhD School, each doctoral student is supervised by
two members of the SNI network. They also become involved in internal events,
such as the SNI Winter School and the SNI Annual Meeting, and take part in various
courses to gain insights into areas such as intellectual property, communication and
rhetoric specifically developed for the SNI PhD school.

10 μm
“3D chessboard”: 3D structures from insufficiently
sticky photoresist (P. Appel and E. Neu, University
of Basel)

10 μm
“Pacman”: Burst polyethyleneimine capsule (yellow) used to encapsulate sensitive biomaterials,
e. g. proteins (S. Saxer, FHNW)

1 μm

1 μm
Cooper pair splitter: InAs nanowire (white) on Au
bottom gates (yellow/green) contacted by Al (blue)
and Au leads (red; S. d’Hollosy and G. Fábián, University of Basel)
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Suspended graphene (brown, two atoms thick) between Pd contacts (green) with free-hanging local
top gates (red) embedded in a LOR polymer matrix
(blue; C. Handschin, University of Basel)

The Nano-Argovia Program – Succesful Approach
to Applied Research
Since it was founded, the SNI has placed great value on the transfer of academic
findings to industry. To optimize this process, the SNI started an annual call for
applied research projects. This program, entitled Nano-Argovia, supports about 15
projects each year from a wide range of nanotechnology research topics in close collaboration with industrial companies in Northwestern Switzerland and has a total
budget of around 1.5 million Swiss francs. With the Nano-Argovia program, the SNI
is building an important bridge between research and application. In several cases,
this collaboration has led to Commission for Technology and Innovation (CTI) and
other follow-on projects.

20 μm

2 μm
CaF2 particles on human enamel (J. Köser, FHNW)

Reprogramming neural circuits by targeting single
neurons using genetically programmed nanocarriers (red cell; R. Schubert, ETHZ Basel)
1 μm

“We caught the rainbow”: Water contact angle
measurement on nanostructured nickel master
(300 nm pillars with 600 nm period) functionalized with antisticking coating (C. Padeste, PSI)

“Nano rose”: Very porous hematite nanoparticle
(red) on a photoelectrochemical cell (R. Walliser,
University of Basel)
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Argovia and Titular Professors – Leaders in Their Field
Basic sciences form the foundation of research work at the SNI. In addition to the
various projects funded as part of the PhD School, the SNI also supports the basic
scientific research performed by Argovia professors Roderick Lim and Martino Poggio. Both were promoted to associate professor in 2014 and their research successes
in nanobiology and nanotechnology have contributed to the SNI’s outstanding international reputation.
The SNI also supports titular professors Thomas Jung, who works in the Department
of Physics at the University of Basel and at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), Frithjof
Nolting (PSI), and Michel Kenzelmann (PSI), who is the third titular professor since
the end of 2014. From 1st of May 2015, the SNI contributes to the professorship of
Jan Pieter Abrahams whose position is shared between PSI and the Biozentrum at
the University of Basel.

Argovia professors Martino Poggio (left) and Roderick Lim (right) are funded by the SNI (C. Möller,
University of Basel)

SNI-funded professors from left to right: Thomas Jung (C. Möller, University of Basel), Frithjof Nolting
(picture: Paul Scherrer Institute), Michel Kenzelmann, and Jan Pieter Abrahams (C. Möller, University
of Basel)
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Services in Demand
The SNI views itself not only as a pure research institution, but also provides various
services to industrial companies. In excellently equipped workshops for technology,
mechanics and electronics, and in the Nano Imaging Lab, industrial companies and
academic partners can harness the in-depth knowledge of the staff and the outstanding technical resources of the SNI and the affiliated departments.

The Nano Imaging Lab of the SNI is a competent partner for analytical and imaging services (Diatom and
Microchip, D. Mathys, University of Basel)

Sharing the Fascination With Others
The SNI wishes to involve the public in its fascination with the natural sciences
through active communication and participation in various events. For example, the
SNI team is actively involved in science festivals and fairs both at home and abroad,
provides schools and groups of interested visitors with an insight into everyday laboratory life, and strives to make scientific achievements accessible to a wide audience.

Young researchers are intrigued by ferrofluids
at the SNI’s booth at Beijing Science Festival (M.
Hornstein, University of Basel).

The SNI informs pupils about studying nanosciences at the University of Basel (C. Möller, University of Basel).
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Contact
Address:
Swiss Nanoscience Institute
		
Klingelbergstrasse 82
		
4056 Basel
		Switzerland
Web:		
E-Mail:		
Youtube:

www.nanoscience.ch
outreach-sni@unibas.ch
“Swiss Nanoscience Institute”
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